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And Beat Your Competition now is not type of inspiring means. You could not only going when
ebook heap or library or borrowing from your contacts to approach them. This is an categorically
easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online notice If Youre Not First Youre Last
Sales Strategies To Dominate Your Market And Beat Your Competition can be one of the options to
accompany you taking into consideration having other time.
It will not waste your time. allow me, the e-book will agreed impression you supplementary matter to
read. Just invest little become old to gate this on-line publication If Youre Not First Youre Last
Sales Strategies To Dominate Your Market And Beat Your Competition as with ease as review
them wherever you are now.

The Last and the First May
19 2021 The first English
translation of celebrated
Russian writer Nina
Berberova's debut novel: an
intense story the struggle over
the future of émigré life On a
crisp September morning,
trouble comes to the

Gorbatovs' farm. Having fled
the ruins of the Russian
Revolution, they have endured
crushing labour to set up a
small farm in Provence. For
young Ilya Stepanovich, this is
to be the future of Russian life
in France; for some of his
Paris-dwelling countrymen, it is
a betrayal of roots, culture and
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the path back to the
motherland. Now, with the
arrival of a letter from the
capital and a figure from the
family's past, their fragile
stability is threatened by a plot
to lure Ilya's step-brother
Vasya back to Russia. In prose
of masterful poise and
restraint, Nina Berberova
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dramatises the passionate
internal struggles of a
generation of Russian émigrés.
Translated into English for the
first time by the acclaimed
Marian Schwartz, The Last and
the First marks a unique
contribution to Russian
literature.
Economic Report of the
President Nov 12 2020
The 1972 Scientist and
Engineer Population Redefined:
Labor force and employment
characteristics Sep 30 2019
Save the Last Dance Aug 29
2019 Teenage lovers reunited
after 50 years.
A long look ahead; or, The
first stroke and the last.
Unabridged ed Apr 17 2021
From First Life, To the Last

Hunt Jul 21 2021 Bo Wafford is
an avid hunter, fisherman,
father, and grandfather, with
five great-grandchildren. After
living and traveling over much
of the world during his life, he
now spends his days in Mt.
Vernon, Texas, within four
miles of where he was born. He
grew up in Northeast Texas,
the son of a farmer, spending
as much time picking cotton as
in school. A desire to find
adventure in his life led him to
enlist in the Air Force. Bo
served twenty-one years in the
United States Air Force,
retiring in 1974. The next
phase of life led him to a career
as a hunting guide. He guided
and hunted all over the world,
including Australia, Uruguay,
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Alaska, and many more
locations. He still guides
occasionally at the world
famous Y.O. Ranch, Mountain
Home, Texas, where he guided
throughout his career. Among
hunters he has guided over the
years, Bo is known as The
Legend. “From First Life to the
Last Hunt” chronicles the
hardships of his early years and
a life full of adventures. Bo
guarantees every story to be
true and authentic, most of the
time.
The Digital Wrap Oct 12 2020
Is Your Service Business at
Risk? The Internet is going to
dramatically change service
contracting. Online service
features that engage the
customer with thoughtful
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information will become
competitive table stakes. The
benchmarks set by Amazon in
retail and Uber in car services
are warning shots across the
bow of your business. If you
study these lessons and learn
to engage your customers
online, your business will thrive
. . . . even in the face of new
age, tech-savvy competition. In
The Digital Wrap, ServiceTrade
founder and CEO Billy Marshall
lays out a step-by-step process
that any service contracting
company can implement. This
book will show you how to: Increase the perceived value of
your services and add
additional revenue streams Make it easy for your
technicians to provide world-

class service with no added
cost - Streamline your
marketing efforts and expenses
and grow the value of your
brand - Ensure the future of
your company, no matter who
else tries to enter your market
If you are looking for ideas to
take your business to the next
level, then read this book.
Patrick Lynch, President and
CEO, The Hiller Companies An
eye-opening, entertaining and
informative book that zeros in
on customer-focused
relationships ... guides
contractors through current
"best practices" for marketing
in an age where everyone is
seeking the attention of the
customer. James Graening,
CEO, B2B Sales Excellence The
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Digital Wrap reinforces the
importance of user experience
and embodies the new way of
doing business. Michael
Crafton, CEO, Team 360
Services
Horses Came First, Second and
Last Dec 26 2021 With an
astounding eighteen medals in
eight international
championships and team gold
medals at the Olympic Games
in 1976 and 1984, Jack Le Goff
created the standard by which
modern–day equestrian teams
are measured. But Le Goff's
techniques could be
unforgiving–tough, brutal, and
abrasive–earning him critics as
well as converts. In this, his
autobiography, Le Goff tells the
whole story, from impoverished
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beginnings in Morocco, to the
tragic death of his father, to his
successes as a competitive
equestrian. Readers will enjoy
a behind-the-scenes look at the
inner workings of high–level
international equestrian sport,
as well as an entire section
devoted to Le Goff's much
admired and extremely
successful training philosophy.
If You're Not First, You're
Last Nov 05 2022 During
economic contractions, it
becomes much more difficult to
sell your products, maintain
your customer base, and gain
market share. Mistakes become
more costly, and failure
becomes a real possibility for
all those who are not able to
make the transition. But

imagine being able to sell your
products when others cannot,
being able to take market share
from both your competitors,
and knowing the precise
formulas that would allow you
to expand your sales while
others make excuses. If You’re
Not First, You’re Last is about
how to sell your products and
services—despite the
economy—and provides the
reader with ways to capitalize
regardless of their product,
service, or idea. Grant shares
his proven strategies that will
allow you to not just continue
to sell, but create new
products, increase margins,
gain market share and much
more. Key concepts in If You’re
Not First, You’re Last include:
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Converting the Unsold to Sold
The Power Schedule to
Maximize Sales Your Freedom
Financial Plan The
Unreasonable Selling Attitude
The First Shall Be Last Jul 01
2022 Painting vivid pictures in
narrative and verse, Belton
explores scripture through the
lens of servant leadership and
translates the language of faith
into the language of the
workplace. Often used in
secular work environments,
servant leadership is
nonetheless rooted in universal
spiritual truths. This book uses
the Bible as a leadership
manual, applying a filter of
servant leadership and offering
real-world guidance for our
work lives. In bite-sized
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chapters, twenty scriptural
themes are examined from a
unique and personal
perspective, with original
poetry providing a distinctive
counterpoint to the material.
The study questions included in
each chapter make the book a
relevant resource for private
reflection or group discussion.
The First Shall Be Last:
Servant Leadership in
Scripture strives to meet the
reader at the intersection of
spirituality and work,
presenting new insights into
the practicality of scripture and
the sacredness of work.
The First Last Day Jan 27 2022
The magic of summer comes to
life in this “heartfelt” (School
Library Journal) middle grade

debut about an eleven-year-old
girl who must save the future
by restarting time after she
realizes that her wish to relive
the last day of summer may not
have been such a great thing
after all. What if you could get
a do-over—a chance to relive a
day in your life over and over
again until you got it right?
Would you? After finding a
mysterious set of paints in her
backpack, eleven-year-old
Haleigh Adams paints a picture
of her last day at the New
Jersey shore. When she wakes
up the next morning, Haleigh
finds that her wish for an
endless summer with her new
friend Kevin has come true. At
first, she’s thrilled, but Haliegh
soon learns that staying in one
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place—and time—comes with a
price. And when Haleigh
realizes her parents have been
keeping a secret, she is faced
with a choice: do nothing and
miss out on the good things
that come with growing up or
find the secret of the time loop
she’s trapped in and face the
inevitable realities of moving
on. As she and Kevin set out to
find the source of the magic
paints, Haleigh worries it might
be too late. Will she be able to
restart time? And if she does,
will it be the biggest mistake of
her life?
Farm Implement News Jan
03 2020
Strindberg: The Plays: Volume
One Mar 17 2021 This much
overdue new cycle of
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translations of Strindberg's
work has been specially
commissioned by Oberon
Books. Volumes two, three and
four will follow in 1999/2000.
The First and Last Science
Nov 24 2021 “The back-stage
people must be so used to not
only seeing beauty but also
constructing it that they never
seemed to even glance at
Kristen and the other models.
But with Michelle it was
different. With her, one didn’t
see beauty, but rather felt
oneself in the presence of the
Beautiful itself. The truth of
beauty. For a long while, in
human consciousness, beauty,
truth and the good were so
associated with one another as
to be the same thing. Hah.

Well, we now know that beauty
can be deceptive, the good
situational, and the truth as
ugly as hell.” And the truth is
about to get a lot uglier than
even the veteran heroes could
have imagined. With the now
sisterless Seraphim returned
and out for the blood of the
world, with the inhuman future
of sentient machine-souls
archiving the vast billions of
surplus spirits washed up on
their post-historical shores, and
with the major nations of the
world gutted and paranoid, the
beloved comrades embark on a
climactic series of adventures
that will take the very presence
of the future to resolve the
future of the present.
Completing a major narrative
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arc for Kristen-Seraphim, book
seven careens forward into the
very crucible of human vanity
and desire: immortality. That
the enduring cast and crew
that readers have come to
know take into their ambit the
world leaders themselves, is
not even the most stunning
event. The heroes had never
known exactly what their lives
really meant, thus providing
the truer mystery that must be
solved, lest all, including
themselves, be lost.
Unite the Tribes Oct 31 2019
Every day, customers see the
results of companies where
fiefdoms have formed and silos
create divisional or
departmental strife: poor sales
and profits, and lackluster
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products. It’s not hard to see
that such companies are
headed for an early grave.
Regardless of the manner in
which company fractures
manifest themselves, tech
leaders must find a way to rid
their workplaces of the
divisions that threaten to
undermine their company’s
productivity, profits, and
survival. That’s why, in Unite
the Tribes: Leadership Skills
for Technology Managers,
Christopher Duncan,
bestselling author of The
Career Programmer, provides
corporate leaders with a tenpoint plan for joining their
company’s divided ranks
together in a way that helps
employees achieve their goals

while also accomplishing those
of the company. Using the
metaphors of the company as
empire and the groups that
form within companies as
tribes, Duncan explains that
the formation of tribes within
an empire is unavoidable. After
all, regardless of the situation
in which they find themselves,
human beings are social
creatures who align themselves
with those whose goals and
motivations match their own.
That’s why the accountants
hang together in the break
room, while developers talk
shop and geek culture in a
watering hole down the street.
Yet the job of leaders is to build
a cohesive, powerful, and
enduring empire by bringing all
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groups together in service to a
shared, inspiring mission. And
that goes double for tech
companies, where
breakthroughs create new
landscapes on a daily basis. In
Unite the Tribes, you will learn:
How to build alliances and a
spirit of unity across all levels
of the company to achieve
higher employee morale,
greater profits, and increased
productivity. How to come up
with strategies that win market
share as well as the hearts and
minds of your employees. How
to manage conflict. Why selfinterest rules the day and how
knowing another’s wants and
needs helps you achieve goals
of your own. Unite the Tribes
will show you, the visionary
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leader, how to establish an
empire by convincing your
tribes of a simple but crucial
truth: Alone, you are weak and
vulnerable. United, you are
invincible. What you’ll
learnReaders of Unite the
Tribes will learn: Practical,
down-to-earth approaches to
problem solving and
productivity that make sense to
corporate leaders who have to
do real work in the real world.
How to arrive at a plan for
uniting the disparate groups
that operate within their
company when faced with the
daily reality of office politics,
maneuvering, ambition,
incompetence, and short-term
thinking. How to convey the
company's purpose to

employees in a way that is
realistic and meaningful so that
all workers can contribute to
the company's greater good.
Who this book is for Those
serving in leadership or
managerial capacities (i.e.,
those overseeing one or more
employees) at technology
companies plagued with
division and dysfunction will
find the solutions they need to
rally their employees to join
forces in Unite the Tribes. In
addition, leaders and managers
of companies whose cohesion is
still healthy yet is being
threatened with fracture will
be provided with real-world
strategies for reinforcing the
glue that holds their company
together in this practical,
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applications-driven guide.
Table of Contents The Myth of
Absolute Power Building the
Future A Lasting Empire Vision
Leadership Organization
Mobility Competitiveness
Persuasion Strategy Brilliance
Morale Unite
Last Days and Times Jan 15
2021
"Last Hired, First Fired" Oct
24 2021
Early 3 Rs Jun 07 2020 This
practical, reader-friendly
textbook for preservice and inservice early childhood
education and early literacy
courses provides "how-to-do-it"
instructions for promoting
emergent literacy in reading,
writing, and arithmetic from
preschool into the primary
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grades. Early 3 Rs answers the
question: "What can I SAY and
DO to give each child the best
possible start on the 3 Rs?"
With the strategies and
materials in this book, a
teacher can give personalized
direct instruction in the 3 Rs to
a beginner, in just a few
minutes a day. The early
chapters tell how to prepare a
young child for reading,
writing, and arithmetic.
Subsequent chapters show how
to give a beginner an early
start on learning the 3 Rs. All
strategies begin with the oral
approach (from phonemic
awareness to "arithme-talk")
and then progress to print that
is personally meaningful to a
young child. Early 3 Rs: *

Includes arithmetic as a
component of early literacy. *
Gives developmentally
appropriate methods for direct
teaching of the 3 Rs. * Provides
scripts of what the teacher can
say to promote early learning. *
Helps education students in
field-based classes offer
personalized instruction. Early
3 Rs is written to be very
reader friendly: the approach is
intentionally eclectic; the
writing deliberately avoids
heavy theory; the goal is to
provide an easy-to-use, highly
practical and accessible guide
for those who work in early
childhood education settings.
First and Last Love Feb 25
2022 The many thoughts and
gratifying memories recounted
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in this volume began in 1924
and ended in 2013. The
memories are of the author’s
development as a songwriter
and the many talented and
likeable people he got to know.
The locale is mainly New York
City, with important time spent
as a composer at a Catskill
Mountain resort. Many of the
thoughts are about the
changing popular music scene
in America.
Her Last First Date Oct 04
2022 Don’t miss this fan
favorite from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Susan
Mallery! Twelve years ago,
Chrissy Phillips gave up a baby
boy for adoption, but she’s
never gotten over it. Now,
invited to be part of Brandon’s
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life by his adopted family,
Chrissy finds herself falling for
his adoptive father, Josh
Daniels, a handsome widower.
But is Josh’s heart still buried
with his late wife, or will he be
able to start again and let them
become a family? Originally
published in 2007
Code of Federal Regulations
Dec 02 2019
First Love, Last Love Aug 02
2022 A powerful story of two
sisters, and the love that
changed their lives It wasn't a
privileged childhood, but it was
a happy one. Sybil and Lizzie
Cream, brought up in a
fisherman's cottage on the
edge of the cold North Sea
were content to leave privilege
where it belonged: with their

friends the Wintertons.
Christina Winterton was the
same age as Sybil and the two
girls were inseparable, but it
was Lizzie whom Ralph
Winterton, three years older,
found irresistible. Then war
came to East Anglia, and so did
Manchester-born Fenn
Kitzmann now of the American
Army Air Force. At their first
meeting he is attracted by
Sybil's subtle charm, but before
he sees her again her own
personal tragedy has struck,
and he finds her changed
almost out of recognition...
First and Last Sep 03 2022
"First and Last" by Hilaire
Belloc. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that
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encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
First and Last Things Jun 19
2021 "Anecdotal, eccentric but
wholly enchanting and wisea
lovely book by a lovely man."Bernard Crick, Independent
"Profound, funny, modest and
necessary."-Philip Oakes, Times
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Literary Supplement "An
excellent writeressentially
timeless."-John Gross, Sunday
Telegraph "The perfect elegiac
postscriptnot only arresting but
original."-Anthony Howard,
Sunday Times Part meditation,
part commonplace book, First
and Last Things is an attempt
by a writer of great distinction
and strong convictions to take
stock of his beliefs and values.
Here, Richard Hoggart
considers the big questions
without shortchanging readers
with easy answers. He
examines problems (as he sees
them) of faith; the mysterious
origins of conscience; the
importance of family and
friends; the value of literature;
the nature of memory; and the

need, in old age, to find some
value in existence. To these
issues, and many others, the
author brings a lifetime of rich
experience and a mind well
stocked with the best that has
been written by those who have
gone before. What emerges
above all in this work is
Richard Hoggart's love of,
almost obsession with,
quotations from great authors,
especially, of course,
Shakespeare. He muses on the
business of capitalism and
democracy, noting a reluctant
conclusion that democracy is
the least worst form of
government, and that
capitalism is its inevitable
partner, but one which
democratic societies should
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treat with "a very long spoon."
He argues that market and
consumer driven societies are
inevitably led to relativism,
head-counting, and populism.
The result is a book that is
introspective without being
self-absorbed, that is thoughtprovoking but never preaching,
that is, profound without being
portentous. First and Last
Things is a work that the young
should read, if only to discover
how much there is still to
understand, and one that the
old will treasure. Richard
Hoggart was educated at Leeds
University. Later, as professor
of modern English literature at
Birmingham University, he
founded the Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies.
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He has authored or edited
twenty-seven books, including
Between Two Worlds: Politics,
Anti-Politics, and the
Unpolitical, The Uses of
Literacy, and The Tyranny of
Relativism, all available from
Transaction.
The First Last Kiss Sep 22
2021 PS, I Love You meets One
Day in this magical tearjerker
from a rising star in female
fiction How do you hold on to a
love that is slowly slipping
away from you? Can you let go
of the past when you know
what is in the future? And how
do you cope when you know
that every kiss is a countdown
to goodbye? This is the story of
a love affair, of Ryan and Molly
and how they fell in love and

were torn apart. The first time
Molly kissed Ryan, she knew
they'd be together forever. Six
years and thousands of kisses
later she's married to the man
she loves. But today, when
Ryan kisses her, Molly realises
how many of them she wasted
because the future holds
something which neither of
them could have ever
predicted… 'An adorable,
heartwarming tale of love and
friendship which bubbles with
tenderness. Love it' Marie
Claire 'Not since One Day's
Emma and Dexter have we
fallen so hard for a literary
couple...The First Last Kiss will
burrow deep inside your head
and heart, and will stay there
long after you finish reading. 5
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stars.' Heat
Do Not Read the Last Page
First Mar 29 2022 Do Not
Read the Last Page First By:
David Guidera Do Not Read the
Last Page First is a collection
of short stories, many of which
author David Guidera has
written over a number of years.
To get to the true impact of
each tale, DO NOT READ THE
LAST PAGE FIRST.
Access 2007 Aug 10 2020 A
comprehensive guide to Access
2007 helps users become
comfortable with the new user
interface and tabbed toolbar,
as well as learn how to design
complete databases, maintain
them, write queries, search for
data, and build attractive forms
for quick-andOnline Library fasika.com on December
6, 2022 Free Download Pdf

You're the First and Last Thing
on My Mind Each and Every
Day Jul 09 2020
program/journal/notebook for
lovers and couples as a gift in
saint valentine's day "you are
the first and last thing on my
mind each and every day" 100
laned pages size 6 x 9 in
Pregnancy and Birth
Sourcebook Feb 13 2021
"Provides basic consumer
health information about the
reproductive process from
preconception through the
postpartum period, with facts
about fertility, maintaining
health during pregnancy,
coping with high risk
pregnancies and complications,
and newborncare. Includes
index, glossary of related terms

and directory of resources"-Provided by publisher.
Visual Basic .NET May 07
2020
You Are Not My 'first' Dec 14
2020 This is an episode from
my life turned into a fiction.
Everyone has a love story to
tell, but I had many. So I
thought about writing one. This
story deals about the relation
of Jancy and 'I'. The central
character is 'I'. This character
is nameless because everyone
who reads this is the central
character. I think everyone can
find similar situations from
their life, in this story. This is
because our basic instincts and
emotions are almost same.
Happiness, sorrow, love, hope,
anger, rage, revenge, sexual
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appetite; everyone has these
feelings.Our relation was on
the boundary line of friendship
and love. We know each other
from childhood. We didn't get
the right time and opportunity
to express love. Love is a
complicated word. It has
different meanings in different
contexts. We were entirely
different from each other. Also
our families, prevailing life
conditions, financial status and
the most important our castes
were totally different. So we
had some real barriers in
between us. But our relation
develops by teasing, abusing,
hurting (not physically) and
silent care. Whenever we try to
stop our relation, it starts from
there with a new face.
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Whenever we want to start a
new phase, it will stop
automatically.Years passed and
a lot of things happened in our
lives. When I thought Jancy is
going to propose me; she told
about a proposal she got from
her office. I sensibly forced her
to go ahead with that proposal.
Our society indirectly taught us
a lot of rubbish. One such thing
is sacrifice in love. To hell with
sacrifice!Life is a wonderful
film with lots of twists and
surprises. It becomes more
beautiful when hardships and
difficult times come to it......
Last of Its Kind - First of This
Kind: Aug 22 2021 It was a tale
of two cycles. The 1990 Senate
election landscape rewarded
popular incumbents and was

largely devoid of national
themes. There were colorful,
headline grabbing moments
and a near-shocker or two yet
all but one Senator seeking
another term was granted it.
The 1992 landscape had no
such clarity. A downward
economy sparked the call for
new ideas and backlash from
the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill
sexual harassment hearings
started a furious movement
that led to the “Year of the
Woman.” Both themes
converged to set the stage for
“change.” The precursor was
an unexpected race in
Pennsylvania between those
two cycles that, but for a plane
crash would not have
happened. This book profiles
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the most competitive races of
those cycles. Readers will
become acquainted with the
issues, personalities and the
men and women who
personified the status quo,
change and everything in
between.
My Life So Far Jul 29 2019 My
Life So Far (A collection of
poetry) Written by. Moet
Williams Table of contents 2.
Introduction 3.Can you believe
it? 4.Life and love 5.Knowing
the unknown 6. Invisible girl 7.
I am 8. Human 9. Dead dreams
10. Blinded by the past 11.
Love is 12. My first 13. Second
chance 14. Harsh reality 15.
Nobody knows 16. Loving an
old flame 17. I am me 18. The
voices 19. An inner war 20.
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Love, scary? 21. Questions 22.
Long distance love story 23.
Acknowledgements
Introduction Hello there, if you
made it this far into this I just
want to thank you for wanting
to know more about me. So
without further adieu this is the
poetry of my life. I have been
writing since I was around 14
or 15 years of age, but I have
been very vocal about what I
want to do with my life and that
is writing any and everything. I
have had a passion for writing
since I was 12 as far as I can
remember. Writing will always
be my first and last true love in
my life. I have seen how much
my writing has matured over
the years and I am very proud
of the pieces you will read

throughout this book. I am still
writing but the very last poem
is my latest piece and I am so
grateful for the opportunity to
share the world with my talent.
Many people will look at this
and judge or say these poems
are not good and I am okay
with that, I know that
throughout the obstacles in my
life the only thing that kept me
sane was my writing and my
ability to write and for a while I
wasn't writing. I thought I had
lost the passion or even worse
the gift of being able to write
and it took me a minute to
know that that wasn't true. I
have told my life in more ways
than one in my poetry and you
will see that as you read them
in this book. It took me a long
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time to find the strength to
create this book. I hope you
really take in my work and
understand me a little more.
Thank you for willing to read
and understand me through my
poetry, this was a long overdue
project for me. Can you believe
it? Can you believe it? that at
13 I was depressed Can you
believe it? that I'm afraid of my
past coming back to haunt me
Can you believe it? that at 14 I
was happy Can you believe it?
that my happiness didn't last
long Can you believe it? that I
turned to pain as a way out Can
you believe it? that I turned to
music as a way out also Can
you believe it? that at 15 I fell
in love Can you believe it? that
my first love hurt me deeply
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can you believe that for a brief
second I was happy Can you
believe it? that I was still
turning to pain and music as a
way out Can you believe it?
that i'm still 15 and I'm still
afraid of my past Can you
believe it? that I'm now afraid
for my future Life and love I
once met a girl who at 15 fell in
Love with a guy who was 19
they dated for a month and it
was the worst month of her life
she realized that she was in
love but he wasn't when they
broke up she was heart broken
she kept it all inside she had
other boyfriends but she didn't
want them she wanted him by
the time she was single he
found someone new and fell in
love again heartbroken she

begin to go to pain and music
to deal with the heartbreak of
losing the one she loves
Knowing the unknown What is
love? Love is laughing so hard
you can't Breath Love is
smiling till it hurts Love is
crying till you can't cry no
More What is life? Life is tears
Life is smiles Life is mistakes
and lessons What is me and
you? I don't know what you and
me is Is it love? is it forever? Is
it never? I don't know Do you
know what me and you are? Do
you know if it is love? if it is
Forever? If it is never? do you
know? In life there is a sense of
the Unknowing You never know
what life holds for us So you
chose your path in life Love is
unknowing You could mistake
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love for lust Love won't last
forever In both love and life
There is a sense of the
unknowing Can you figure it
out Invisible girl invisible girl
that's me no one can see me
invisible is me invisible girl
that's me no one can hear me
invisible is me invisible girl
that's me the ghost of darkness
invisible is me invisible girl
that's me proud of it invisible is
me invisible girl that's me
embracing it invisible is me I
am I am pretty smart funny I
am an actor a singer a poet I
am a writer a painter a song
writer I am different human
undefined Human Human This
one word has a lot to say can it
be defined Human It defines
anybody who can define it
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everybody can Human can be a
person dead or alive so can it
be defined Human it can be
defined it defines me I am
H.U.M.A.N Dead dreams I have
high hopes in my life I want to
be an actor some day I have the
skills to do a lot of things I have
low hopes in my life I do not
think I can be a poet or actor
some day I do not think I have
the skills for that I have no
hope in my life I think I am still
the indivisible girl I have no
hope in my life I have no
dreams My dreams are dead
Blinded by the past Blinded by
the fear. Blinded by the past
Chained away from the future
Blinded by the pain of the past
Blinded by the hate of the past
Chained by the fear You can

see the future It's in your
hands, but the past holds you
back Why? Cause you can't let
go of the past. Let the past go
Let the love in Stop being blind
and love him He's worth it.
He's earned the key to your
heart. Love is Love is A 4 letter
word that has no meaning Love
is A 4 letter word nobody
knows the true meaning of
Love is a 4 letter word that lost
meaning in the world Love is A
4 letter word that people use to
destroy hearts Love is a 4 letter
word and nothing more but a 4
letter word My first You are my
first friend you are my first
crush you are my first
boyfriend you are my first love
you are my first broken heart
you are my first physical scar
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you are my first emotional scar
you are my first you are my last
Second chance Cutting her
wrists deeper and deeper she is
about ready to leave leave this
earth and never come back she
looks up and she can see god
He says it is not your time it is
not your time to be with me
Her mother beating on her
bedroom door Her mom kicks
the door down she sees her
baby passed out on the floor
bleeding she calls 911 She
wakes up in a hospital bed She
got a second chance A second
chance at life Harsh reality
Nigga claim he loves me Cares
for me Only want me Left so
many times Then came right
back Talking about he'll never
leave again. But turns around
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and threats to leave How do I
live like this? Wanna leave? But
I know I'll be right back A
vicious cycle I'm stuck in How
do I get out of it? Don't know
what to do. Tired of this life
Trying to figure out what to do
Know I love him Know I can't
live without How do I live? I
can't believe a word he says I
can't trust his word Tired of the
cycle I'm in Just wanna scream
out Just wanna break out of it
Don't know how? Don't know
what to do anymore. You was
the same nigga I stayed up for
Same nigga I put up with All
the accusations from you All
the fights All the name calling I
stayed and you go and break
my heart Did what you accused
me of doing And what makes it

worse with an ex of yours. Got
me analyzing my body Figuring
out the pain I'm feeling Hating
myself Feeling so ugly wishing
for the dream to be over Sadly
it's not a dream, it's a harsh
reality. Nobody knows Nobody
knows the pain I go through to
coop Nobody knows How much
blood I see every time Nobody
knows why I go through it
Nobody knows the pain of my
past Nobody knows Why I'm
afraid of my past Nobody
knows why my future is just as
scary as my past Nobody knows
And i'm not ready to tell why
Loving an old flame Loving and
old flame all over again.... The
irony in that My ex bf is my
baby... I'll always love him My
old love refurbished Into a
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deeper love Into a deeper
connection. Into something
stronger and solid Loving him
all over again Loving my best
friend all over again.... I fall
deeper in love everyday All
over again He does no wrong I
have not hate for anything he
does I love everything about
him I'm happy again with him
Yay I am me I am Not a normal
girl I am an undefined girl I am
Not a normal girl I am an emo
girl I am Not a normal girl I
listen to rock music and love it
I am Not a normal girl I am just
me The voices Voices in my
head screaming Voices
screaming for help As death
comes near the voices get
louder Bright lights shining,
more voices But maybe it's all
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In my head No one knows I'm
dying No one knows I am here
in this position No one cares
enough to see Voices in my
head screaming out Voices
screaming for help As death
grows near The voices in my
head grow silent. Life flashing
before my eyes Wishing that
dying was faster Painless, but
slow death An inner war
Everyday there is a war inside
me My heart and my mind
fighting My heart screams out
louder Than my mind, but
there's still war My heart and
mind fight everyday My mind
can say one thing My heart
another Screaming at the top
of their lungs at each other And
then silence is left As one
battle has ended, but the war

hasn't It's an everyday battle
Between my heart and mind
Everytime the battle ends I'm
left to decide who's right? My
heart or my mind Who I should
listen to? My heart or my mind.
I somehow mistakenly choose
my mind My mind I always
seems to listen to My heart
always seems to silence or cage
it, but never free it. I have a
heart caged away. I have a
heart screaming to be listened
to A heart wanting to be free.
There's a war inside me
everyday A war I can only stop
by freeing my heart from its
cage Love, scary? Love, scary?
Maybe There's always
something to be afraid Love is
one Love, hurtful? No, it may
seem like it but no It's peaceful
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to love in caged It's beautiful.
Love, scary? Yeah, but it's
worth it. Loving someone
unconditional and uncaged is
worth it Questions Question
after question swirl in my mind
everyday Question after
question form in my head that I
am and was to scared to ask
you and them Hate fueling up
in my body everyday since the
day Hate pouring out of me at
people that dont deserve it For
so long I have been afraid of
the dark For so long I have
been afraid of you… of myself
and how far this razor can go
For so long I have been guilty
of it all. Question after question
make shape in my mind
everyday Question after
question runs through my mind
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like a track star everyday
Depression is getting stronger
and stronger as time goes by
Life goes on and time goes on
without a care in the world for
us humans and our emotions
To afraid to speak to you or
anyone about the incident To
afraid everyday to sleep in the
dark every night My fear and
hatred and anger and
depression takes over and
overwhelms me like boulders
daily Question after question
pushed deeper and deeper into
the back of my mind Question
after question cloud my mind
like a thick fog Long nights and
rough mornings get harder and
harder to deal with All the
booze and drugs in the world
don’t help clear the fog On a

daily basis I look for some type
of numbing to just be okay for
one night Just in search of one
night of bliss and peace….. Just
one night Long distance love
story I was hurting when you
came along I didn't know how
it should feel to be loved I tried
to be perfect, but no one is
perfect We ain't perfect, but
the love we share is perfect
Our date, I'll never forget Even
if I do you will be the to help
me remember I get a heart
push when your name comes
across my phone Still got a
crush on you even though you
are mine A queen on my
throne, next to you my king
Wishing everyday to touch your
face The distance is killing me
Our love with each FaceTime
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call Asking the man upstairs for
a different type of love Took me
months to see I had what I was
praying for Been through hell
and back for someone who
didn't want me for years I know
if we go through hell, we will
reach heaven So far away from
each other I need you here I
need to know your feelings
Sucky ass distance, stronger
love I miss sleeping on the
phone with you at night Your
voice, my Lullaby I can't
imagine life without you All I
want is you I don't know what
I'll do without you my love
Probably lose my mind We a
secret nonetheless Society
would judge us Society would
try to destroy us One day we
will see each other The
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distance won't be so bad soon
enough Miles apart yet
stronger together Sucky ass
distance, stronger love
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Last First Snow May 31 2022
"Forty years after the God
Wars, Dresediel Lex bears the
scars of liberation--especially in
the Skittersill, a poor district
still bound by the fallen gods'
decaying edicts. As long as the
gods' wards last, they strangle
development; when they fail,
demons will be loosed upon the
city. The King in Red hires
Elayne Kevarian of the Craft
firm Kelethres, Albrecht, and
Ao to fix the wards, but the
Skittersill's people have their
own ideas"-The Independent Jun 27 2019
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Deadcore Sep 10 2020
DEADCORE: 4 HARDCORE
ZOMBIE NOVELLAS Join
authors Randy Chandler, Ben
Cheetham, Edward M. Erdelac,
and David James Keaton as
they unleash the carnage while
breathing new life, and death,
into the zombie genre.
FANGORIA MAGAZINE
REVIEW "As the book’s title
indicates, DEADCORE achieves
all extremes. Violent, perverse,
depraved—and, as such, quite
recommended." THE STORIES
DEAD JUJU BY RANDY
CHANDLER He's the mystery
man on the news. Where he
shows up, the shit goes down.
The dead are rising, the
immigration issue has reached
the boiling point, the living are
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screwed, and unspeakable acts
are being performed upon all
involved. In this tale of
Zombies Gone Wild, yes the
dead walk but just where the
hell are they going and why?
Dead Juju gives you the
hardcore truth, if you're ghoul
enough to handle it. NIGHT OF
THE JIKININKI BY EDWARD
M. ERDELAC After a comet is
observed in the western sky of
feudal Japan, a murdered
inmate rises from the dead and
attacks his fellow prisoners.
Three disparate men: a
casteless bandit, a mad, childeating monk, and a renowned
but sadistic samurai band
together to escape the walled
and moat-surrounded prison as
it fills with the walking and

ravenous dead. ZEE BEE &
BEE (A.K.A. PROPELLER HATS
FOR THE DEAD) BY DAVID
JAMES KEATON At a "Zombie
Bed & Breakfast" tourist trap,
guests pay for the thrill of a
staged zombie assault during
an apocalyptic scenario, acted
out by sluggish hotel workers
who are well-versed in the
zombie genre. But soon the
script doesn't go as planned,
the guests become
uncooperative, and the actors
are taking their roles very
seriously these days. ZOMBIE
SAFARI BY BEN CHEETHAM
Survivors of a zombie
apocalypse have carved out
new existences on islands, only
visiting the mainland to hunt
zombies. But things start to go
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wrong. Zombies don't die as
they should. Hunters go
missing. A trip that's supposed
to be fun turns into a struggle
for survival as four men make a
discovery that causes them to
question not only what it
means to be a zombie, but what
it means to be human.
The Last and the First Feb 02
2020 The first English
translation of celebrated
Russian writer Nina
Berberova’s debut novel: an
intense story of family conflict
and the struggle over the
future of émigré life On a crisp
September morning, trouble
comes to the Gorbatovs' farm.
Having fled the ruins of the
Russian Revolution, they have
endured crushing labour to set
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up a small farm in Provence.
For young Ilya Stepanovich,
this is to be the future of
Russian life in France; for some
of his Paris-dwelling
countrymen, it is a betrayal of
roots, culture and the path
back to the motherland. Now,
with the arrival of a letter from
the capital and a figure from
the family's past, their fragile
stability is threatened by a plot
to lure Ilya's step-brother
Vasya back to Russia. In prose
of masterful poise and
restraint, Nina Berberova
dramatises the passionate
internal struggles of a
generation of Russian émigrés.
Translated into English for the
first time by the acclaimed
Marian Schwartz, The Last and

the First marks a unique
contribution to Russian
literature.
From Last to First Apr 29 2022
With the exciting sport of
fencing steadily becoming
more mainstream in the UK,
US and around the world,
parents are spending
thousands each year to help
and encourage their children to
train and excel in this unique
Olympic sport. Fencing can be
a mysterious world to the
uninitiated, and parents and
young fencers will have many
questions about the sport, the
fencer’s potential and the dos
and don’ts. From Last to First
aims to answer all these
questions and many more.
Written by a team comprising
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Jon Salfield, a leading Youth
Development and High
Performance coach (London
Olympics 2012), and Daniela I.
Norris, an experienced author
and fencing-parent of an
international youth fencer, with
input from Strength and
Conditioning and Psychology
experts, and a foreword from a
multiple champion and highlyregarded author, it is meant for
anyone who wants to know how
to support their young fencer
from the start of their fencing
adventure, all the way through
to success at international
competitions.
Knightingale Mar 05 2020
Evil has plagued this world
since the dawn of creation
seeking to gain control. One
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family was given supernatural
abilities with the sole purpose
of protecting the things in this
world that evil must never take
possession of.Samantha Nelson
knew she was cursed. She
didn't know that her unnatural
ability of forcing the truth out
of people was just the
beginning of her curse until her
family is murdered in a horrific
home explosion. Six months
later she finds herself face to
face with a Knight Protector
and her life is turned into utter
chaos.When David received his
assignment on his twentieth
birthday he was told that his
destiny would be entwined with

a woman soon to be born and
that his aging would be halted.
Since the moment Samantha
was born, David protected her
from her enemies. As every
Knight before him, he does so
in the shadows. But David must
face the facts that something
even deadlier than her enemies
is occurring. No matter how
much he denies it, he is falling
in love with her. When her
enemies begin to discover ways
around his protection and
murder her family he is forced
to make a decision of what is
more important to him; his
family or his assignment. All it
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takes is one warning sign of
danger to convince him that he
simply cannot live without
Samantha and he takes a leap
that will change their lives
forever. Their only chance of
survival is to discover what
Samantha's destiny is and the
journey leads them straight to
the heart of the Knight family
where they discover evil has
infiltrated and it is up to them
to stop the evil before it
destroys the family and gains
control of the very thing that
God created the family to
protect.
Congressional Serial Set Apr
05 2020
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